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ABSTRACT LMaximum 200 words)
(U) This report describes the results of two experiments that examine operator accuracies and response times to recognize matches and mismatches between line drawings and photographs. The line drawings used in the experiments were generated by the procedures used in the Land-Attack Multisensor Correlation (LMC), which is a targeting system under development at China Lake. The experiments varied the number of pixels in the line drawings, the manner in which the pixels were varied, and the kind of pre-mission experience the operators had with the imagery. In addition, the performance results were used to demonstrate an approach that might be used to set a criterion score for calling out a match by the LMC. 
INTRODUCTION
The goal of a precision strike is to transit to the theater safely and to project lethal force precisely against a sophisticated enemy, all with relatively few casualties and a minimum of collateral damage. The ability to attack safely and precisely in all lighting and weather conditions requires precision aimpoint selection either at standoff ranges or during single-pass, low level, direct attacks. For stand-off attacks, new targeting concepts are needed in order to utilize imaging sensor information that has never before been available in the cockpit of an attack aircraft. For successful low level attacks, new techniques must be developed that permit the pilot to locate a target and release a weapon in the few seconds available in a single, high speed pass.
The Land-Attack Multi-sensor Correlation (LMC) project under development at the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division (NAWCWPNS), China Lake, Calif., is designed for either stand-off or direct attack. It will locate offset aim points or targets by correlating incoming sensor imagery in a cockpit with reference materei:a derived from three-dimensional models of the target or aim point area stored on board the attack aircraft. These three-dimensional models are created prior to the mission from various sources (including satellite imagery, aerial surveillance photographs, and digital maps). During the mission, the position (azimuth and elevation) and orientation of the aircraft sensor are used in conjunction with the model to generate a line drawing of the target area in the proper perspective. In the cockpit during the mission, the LMC corrtlates these line drawings with edge enhanced sensor imagery and notifies the pilot when a peak correlation is found. The pilot need only glance at an overlay of the line drawing and sensor imagery to verify the match and initiate weapon release. The correlation and the pilot verification process can both be accomplished in only a few seconds.
An experiment conducted in 1992 determined that it took an average of 2.5 to 5 seconds for an operator to determine if there was a match between a line drawing and a photograph of a scene (Reference 1). Various response times (RTs) in this range were associated with whether the line drawing was overlaid or shown beside the photograph; whether it was accurately overlaid, rotated, or offset from the photograph; whether the color cf the line drawing was green or white; and whether the line drawing matched the photograph. Most importantly, the experiment showed that the entire range of RTs of an operator using the LMC was less than the 8 to 10 seconds typically available for targeting in a low level attack mission.
The experiment lacked generality in two ways: (1) The line drawings were generated in a manner that modeled the procedures of the LMC, but did not result in drawings that looked like the LMC drawings. The experiment's drawings appeared more complete, with longer and more connected lines than the drawings generated by the LMC algorithms. (2) The line drawings in the experiment contained many more pixels than the drawings used in real time by the LMC correlator. New developments had showni that the number of pixels that the correlator could handle in real time was somewhere between 1500 and 2500; many of the line drawings in the experiment exceeded 10,000 pixels.
Intuitively, some templates and images are probably easier to match than others, also intuitively, a large reduction in the number of pixels that constitute a line drawing should make pattern matching more difficult. However a search of the literature did not provide consistent or relevant information on the accuracy and speed of pattern matching of this type. Most of the experiments that are reported do not deal with pattern matching but rather with pattern recognition (the ability to assess with accuracy if one has or has not previously seen a given pattern) or with pattern recall (the subsequent ability to provide an accurate description of a pattern that one has seen earlier, without being provided with an example). Thus application of the experimental results to pattern matching is not necessarily straightforward. In addition, the results from experiment to experiment often conflicted, and different specific measures for recall and recognition were used from report to report.
For example, Ryan and Schwartz found that line drawings of objects were the most difficult to perceive accurately, and that cartoons were the easiest, with photographs and shaded drawings about equal to each other and falling between the other two (Reference 2). The perception measure taken in this experiment was exposure time of the image until an accurate pattern matching response was produced by the observer. Pattern matching in this case involved manipulating an object (such as a set of switches) so that the object appeared in the same configuration and aspect as the objects in the pictures. There was a substantial interaction between the object being portrayed and the optimum method of portrayal, so that for some objects, line drawings led to the worst pattern matching, but for others, line drawings worked very well.
In contrast, Nelson, Metzler, and Reed found that there were no differences between photographs, unembellished line drawings (drawings without details), and embellished line drawings (with added details) for either immediate or delayed recognition (Reference 3). Recognition was measured as the percent of trials in which the subjects correctly chose the images that they had previously seen in two alternative forced choice tests. All three were significantly better than verbal descriptions for recognition of the images.
A final example by Loftus and Bell (using Nelson's photographs and line drawings) showed that the photographs were more frequently recognized in forced choice tasks than were line drawings (Reference 4). Further, all imagery in which a detail was recalled was recognized more readily than imagery with no recall of details. Loftus and Bell believe that recognition of imagery may be based either on specific detail information or on general visual information. The latter process accrues information gradually over time, explaining the common finding that the longer an image is viewed, the more information is accrued. The authors theorize that while accruing information, the observer is simultaneously engaged in a search for a potentially informative detail. If such a detail is located, recognizability of that image makes a quantum jump. The potential of finding a significant detail, they believe, is greater in a photograph than in a line drawing, even if the line drawing is embellished. The findings reported in the literature and summarized above, and their interpretations, may also apply to the pattern matching required of the operator who verifies the output of the LMC. While the experiments do not provide consistent results, the literature suggests that recognition of objects is possible, if not optimum, from line drawings of the objects. Presumably also, line drawings can be used for pattern matching. Similarly, if recognition is based both on visual information and on a verbal/detail component, pattern matching is also probably based upon similar components. Therefore pattern matching will probably be facilitated by images and templates that provide not only general visual information but also details that can be matched. If that is the case, the fewer the pixels in a line drawing, the less likely it is that a detail will be included, and the more difficult it should be to verify a match. By similar reasoning, verbal descriptions of scenes and target areas should also facilitate pattern matching.
This report describes the results of two experiments that re-examine operators' accuracies and RTs to recognize matches and mismatches between line drawings and photographs. The line drawings used in the experiments were generated by the procedures used in the LMC. The experiments varied the number of pixels in the line drawings, the manner in which the pixels were varied, and the kind of pre-mission experience the operators had with the imagery. In addition, the performance results were used to demonstrate an approach that might be used to set a criterion score for calling out a match by the LMC correlator.
METHOD
Two experiments were designed together and share the same materials. Seventytwo photographs of a variety of scenes were digitized for computer processing. Each of the images was processed using the LMC algorithms so that after processing. edges of sufficient contrast, continuity, and length in the original picture were represented by lines. The lines for each picture were made of approximately 5000 pixels; these constituted the basic line drawings from which the stimuli for both experiments were derived.
EXPERIMENT 1
Stimuli
For each of the 72 photographs in the first experiment, 12 line drawings were created. Each of the 12 line drawings represented a variation of level in two basic factors: Pixel Count, which varied by having either 1000, 2000, 3000, or 4000 pixels in a drawing; and by Reduction Method, which was used to reduce the basic line drawings from 5000 pixels to the required pixel count. In this experiment all Reduction Methods were computerized processes. There were three Reduction Method levels:
1. The Long Reduction Method ("Long"), in which the computer successively removed the shortest line from the basic drawing until the appropriate total number of pixels remained. Thus the final line drawings in "Long" condition were made up of the longest lines from the basic drawing; there were four pixel count levels in the Long condition, which contained either 1000, 2000, 3000, or 4000 pixels (see Figure  1 ).
2. The Center Reduction Method ("Center"), in which the computer successively removed lines, starting with the farthest away from the physical center of the basic drawing, until the appropriate number of pixels remained. Thus the final "Center" drawings were composed primarily of lines in the physical center of the drawing and contained 1000, 2000, 3000, or 4000 pixels. 
NAWCWPNS TP 8145 Matches and Mismatches
To create the matching condition, the appropriate line drawing was superimposed over the picture from which the drawing was originally created. Mismatches were created by superimposing a line drawing over an image from which it was not created. For mismatches, the placement of the incorrect drawing was done with care. to make the "best matched" mismatch, that is to have the drawing lines correspond as closely as possible to the edges in the photograph. 
Randomization Procedure
Prior to recording any imagery on the laser disc, a set of image-line drawing pairs was established for each person. For matches, each subject had the same set: a line drawing superimposed over the photograph from which it was created. For mismatches, each subject saw the same 72 photographs, but each was paired with a mismatched overlay created from one of the 71 other photographs. The base photograph for a mismatch line drawing was preselected randomly, without replacement, from the pool of possible mismatches. Thus there were 72 matching pairs and 72 mismatching ones, for a total of 144 images.
Next, a matrix was built that, for each of 16 subjects, assigned the 72 matches and 72 mismatches to each experimental condition. The design of the experiment called for 6 replications of the 12 conditions (3 Reduction Method conditions x 4 pixel count conditions) for matches and for 6 replications of the 12 for mismatches. Thus altogether there were 72 matching trials and 72 mismatching trials. For each subject separately, the 72 matched and 72 mismatched pairs described above were NAWCWPNS TP 8145 randomly assigned, without replacement, to these 72 matching and mismatching trials.
Test Procedure
Subjects were told the general nature of the experiment and shown the equipment used in the test. Then the computer provided instructions for subjects on what they would see, provided three examples of matches and mismatches. and instructed th-m on how they should respond. In each trial the subject was to determine as rapidly as possible whether the line drawing matched or mismatched the photograph. Each subject was then shown, in random order, the 144 images that had previously been recorded. Responses and RTs were recorded for each trial. The entire test took from 15 and 30 minutes for each subject.
RESULTS

Percentage of Correct Responses
The mean percentage of correct responses for the three Reduction Methods, the four levels of pixel counts, and the two matching conditions are listed in Table 1 . These findings were analyzed using a repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The main effect for Reduction Method was significant [F (2, 28)= 17.22. P< 0.001), as was the main effect for Pixel Count [F (3, 42)= 5.41, P< 0.0031. There were no significant differences in percent correct between matches and mismatches, with matches recognized correctly 86.7% of the time, and mismatches recognized correctly 87.5% of the time. The 2 two-way interactions that involved matching were both significant, with Matching x Reduction Method significant at the 0. The two way interaction between Reduction Method and Pixel Count was marginally significant [F(6, 84)= 1.15, P<0.071; the general tendency was for the differences in percentage of correct responses for each Reduction Method became smaller as the number of pixels in the line drawing increased. This relationship is shown in Figure 5 . There were no other significant findings in the analysis: the three way interaction was not significant. 
Response Time
The ANOVA for RT used the mean RTs for correct responses only (see Table 1 ). The only significant main effect in the analysis was for Reduction Method: contrasts showed that the Long Reduction Method led to significantly faster responses than both the Center and Random methods. Center and Random Reduction Methods did not differ from each other in RT.
There was a significant interaction between Matching and Reduction Method [F(2.28) = 12.33, P < 0.001] and a marginally significant interaction between Matching and Pixel Count [F(3,42) = 2.58, P < 0.071. These interactions are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . Contrasts analyzing the Matching x Reduction M-thod interaction show that the Long for matches had a significantly faster RT than the other five conditions [F(1,14)= 13.27, P < 0.003]. In the Matching x Pixel Count interaction. most of the variation in RT seems to be a reduction in RT as pixel count increases in the mismatches, but there was little variation in RT to recognize matches.
3.6
3.4. Overall, the Long line drawings were superior in both accuracy and speed to the drawings produced by the other Reduction Methods. The advantages of the Long line drawings were apparent primarily in the matching conditions, where operators using them could verify matches approximately I second faster and with greater than 107 higher accuracy than they could using line drawings made with the Focus or Random Reduction Methods (see Figure 2) . In the final phases of a low level attack. 1 second saved translates into approximately 1/8 mile, and represents a large proportion of the 8 to 10 seconds available for targeting.
3.2-
---
The findings for Pixel Count showed that in general, operators perform faster and more accurately when there are more pixels in a line drawing. The increases in performance accuracy, however, level off between 3000 and 3500 pixels, and beyond that, there is no further performance gain. Further, the effect of pixel count shows primarily in the operators' ability to recognize mismatches, which in the real LIM--operation, would equate to the operators' ability to correct false alarms that may be called out by the correlator. The pixel count had far less effect on the operators' ability to verify matches.
The design implications from Experiment I are clear:
1. Make templates that consist of fewer, longer lines 2. If the final implementation of the LMC produces a large number of false alarms that need to be corrected by an operator, then increase the number of pixels in the line drawings to 3500 in order to increase the ability to recognize the false alarms.
These two steps should maximize the contribution of the operator in system performance of the LMC.
EXPERIMENT 2
INTRODUCTION
While the first experiment demonstrated that Long line drawings produced superior pattern matching performance, it is clear that some of the lines used in these drawings are surprising and would not have been included if the drawings had been made by hand instead of by computer. While all of the lines in the drawings corresponded to an edge in the photograph from which it was made, many edges were omitted that were more important from a conceptual point of view, but which had less contrast. We could not help wondering whether operator verification of pattern matches of the sort required by the LMC might be fastest and most accurate if the line drawing used for matching represented the scene in a way more cognitively compatible with operators' expectations. We examined this possibility in Experiment 2.
The first experiment failed to show any advantages for the Center line drawings. That result was somewhat surprising because the Center method of reduction seemed to emphasize the central area of a scene, which would be likely to contain the greatest amount or the most important information. However, further examination of this idea led to the thought that the area of greatest importance in a scene might not be in the physical center of the picture, but might well be in some other, off-center area. So in Experiment 2 we reexamined this method of reduction so that thie line drawings would focus on an area of high information content for each picture, wherever it may be in the picture.
Finally in Experiment 2, we wanted to see if the operator's participation in making a line drawing or in careful study of a scene would enhance his subsequent performance in verifying the output of the LMC. Would pilots benefit from making their own line drawings in mission planning, or would they add accuracy and speed in using the LMC by adding verbal commentary to imagery obtained in the planning process?
METHOD
Stimuli
The line drawings in the second experiment were varied only by the Reduction Method, which had four levels:
1. The Concept Reduction Method ("Concept"), which, unlike the methods of Experiment 1, was done manually. First, brief two-line written descriptions of each of the 72 images were given by four volunteers. These descriptions were collated and from them, descriptions were generated that represented a consensus description. The basic line drawings were then manually reduced so that only lines contained in the consensus descriptions remained. For example, the consensus description of photograph number one (see Figure 1 ) was "Oil tanks on the hills by the shore." Only lines representing hills, shore, or oil tanks were left in the line drawings. Lines representing roads, buildings, or docks were removed. (Figure 8 provides examples of the line drawings constructed by the Reduction Methods in Experiment 2.) "2. The Focus Method ("Focus") was similar to the Center Reduction Method described for Experiment 1, except that lines were successively removed that were the furthest away from a focal point of interest in the photograph (rather than from the physical center). The focal point of interest for each picture was determined manually following a procedure outlined by Mackworth and Morandi, who showed that their manner of eliciting subjective judgments of picture areas of importance correlated positively with the total number of visual fixations on those areas (Reference 5). Focal points were determined by having seven judges place a circle around what they each thought was the focal point of the picture. The focal point for each picture was determined to be the one chosen by the largest number of judges, and lines furthest from this point were successively removed.
The pixel count of the four Line drawings made for each photograph in Experiment 2 was held constant by matching each one to the pixel count of the line drawing generated by the Concept Reduction Method. The pixel counts for the Concept drawings were kept within the limits imposed by the requirements for real time correlation by the LMC: the counts ranged from 712 to 2668 pixels in the 72 drawings. In the four line drawings produced for each photograph, the pixel count did not vary more than 60 pixels. (The Appendix to this report lists the verbal descriptions of each photograph and the pixel count for the Concept Reduction Method.)
S.-. 
NAWCWPNS TP 8145 Preview Conditions
In Experiment 2, subjects were given three different pretrial exposures with the photographs. In the Verbal Condition, subjects were given 20 seconds to write short descriptions of one third of the photographs that were presented in hard copy. In the Image Condition, subjects were given hard copy photographs of a second third of the scenes, each covered by a transparency. They were given 20 seconds to trace significant features of each photograph onto a transparency, creating their own line drawing of each photograph. For the final third of the photographs, subjects had no pretrial experience.
Matches and Mismatches
Matches arid mismatches were created in this experiment in the same way that they were created in Experiment 1.
Equipment
The equipment used in Experiment I was used in this experiment also.
Subjects
As in the first experiment, 16 China Lake employees were used in this experiment. Subjects for Experiment 2 had not participated in t, e fii.•t 2xperiment. pretesting, or as a volunteer in describing scenes or locating focal points for this experiment.
PROCEDURE Experimental Design
In Experiment 2 the independent variables in the factorial design were: (1) Preview Condition with three levels (None, Verbal, and Image); (2) Reduction Method with four levels (Concept, Long, Focus, and Random): and (3) Matching with two levels (Matched and Mismatched). With six replications for each condition, there were 144 trials (72 matching and 72 mismatching).
Randomization Procedure
The procedure described for Experiment 1 was used to make 72 matching and 72 mismatching pairs. In addition, a similar procedure was used to assign tne pairs to the experimental conditions, except that to save time and reduce the number of recordings that had to be made, the matrix was made for only eight subjects. and the assignments were repeated for the second group of eight subjects that were to participate in the experiment. As in the earlier experiment, the 72 matching pairs were randomly assigned without replacement to the 72 matching trials, and the 72 mismatching pairs were similarly assigned to the 72 mismatching trials. Once these assignments were made for each of the eight subjects, the appropriate images were constructed and recorded.
Test Procedure
The test procedure for Experiment 2 was similar to that for Experiment 1, except that prior to the events outlined above, each subject first drew line drawings for 24 photographs and then wrote descriptions of 24 other photographs. The entire test for each subject took approximately 90 minutes. Table 2 lists the percentage of correct responses for each of the three factors in this experiment: Reduction Method, Matching Condition, and Preview. A within subjects ANOVA on these data showed that there was a significant main effect for Reduction Method Figure 10) . As before, contrasts showed that the differences in Reduction Methods showed only in the matching conditions and not in the mismatching conditions, and that the Concept and Long methods led to significantly faster RTs than the Focus and Random methods [F(1,16)= 18.56, P<0.001]. Contrasts to assess the significance of the Preview x Match interaction showed that there was a significant difference that showed only in the matched condition, such that pretraining in making line drawings led to significantly faster RTs than either of the other two pretesting conditions (no preview or verbal descriptions), F(l, 16) = 6.76 and 7.46, respectively, P <0.02 and <0.01]. 
RESULTS
Percentage of Correct Responses
DISCUSSION
This experiment demonstrates that pattern matching using the Long and Concept line drawings was both more accurate and faster than pattern matching with the other types of line drawings. The magnitude of the improvement between the best and the worst was similar to that found in Experiment 1: a savings of approximately 1 second anc an improvement of about 11% in accuracy. There was no consistent difference demonstrated between the Long and the Concept line drawings. Because the Long Reduction Method can be completely automated, it is a more desirable method of constructing line drawings for the LMC than the manually based Concept line drawing.
The RTs for this experiment were I to 2 seconds longer than the times in Experiment 1. In both, however, the times were well within the time available for targeting in a high speed, low level pass. There is no obvious explanation for the time differences in the two experiments: two different experimenters conducted the testing, which may have inadvertently influenced the time pressure that the subjects perceived; in addition, in Experiment 2 the pretesting experience of drawing templates and describing photographs may have caused the subjects in that experiment to be slower and more thoughtful. Overall operator accuracy in Experiment 2 was 3% higher than in Experiment 1.
Finally, in this experiment as in the first experiment, the gains produced by using the Long and Concept line drawings for pattern matching showed mainly in the accuracy and RTs for verification of matches. Recognition of false alarms (mismatches) did not improve as a function of the type of line drawing. Figure 12 shows the speed and accuracy differences as a function of Reduction Method. REACTION TIME (secs) FIGURE 12. Speed and Accuracy Differences as a Function of Reduction Method.
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There was some slight evidence that experience in making line drawings speeded up RTs for pattern recognition. Manual tracing of the photographs to make a line drawing of the scene stressed the visual, as opposed to the verbal, aspects of the pattern matching process. Atwood has suggested that pattern matching is primarily a visual task, and that verbalization concerning the patterns to be matched is in effect a encoding of a visual process into a verbal-auditory process and will thus take time and increase RTs (Reference 6). Our findings support this interpretation. However in the pretraining that was used in this experiment, no steps were taken to prevent subjects from verbalizing about the photographs while simultaneously tracing them. Thus our findings do not constitute unequivocal support for this interpretation.
Error analyses showed that errors were greater for some of the 72 images than for others. There was no readily apparent interpretation for these differences. Neither the type of scenery nor the photographic image quality appeared to account for the errors.
Finally, the traced images produced in the pretraining were qualitatively analyzed. There was remarkable consistency between subjects in the lines that were included in the tracings, such that a substantial number of the lines were included by all subjects. In addition, each subject usually included at least one line that was unique. In general, the practice drawings. when digitized. included more pixels than those used in the experiments, and subjectively at least, they appeared to make more coherent, better organized scene representations than the Long or Concept line drawings used in Experiment 2. Intuitively these drawings could be more accurately used for scene recognition than the drawings made by the LMC, which were used so successfully for pattern matching.
CORRELATOR MATCH CRITERION
In the LMC, line drawings will be correlated to edge-enhanced sensor imagery. The correlation that is computed is the sum of the gray scale value of the pixels in the edge-enhanced sensor scene that lie under the lines of the superimposed line drawing. As the view seen from the aircraft sensor approaches that generated from the model (such that the range and viewing angle are the same as the one used to generate the line drawing from the model), the correlation value should increase. This section addresses the question: What should the magnitude of the correlation be for the LMC to call out a match between the line drawing and the sensor imagery?
Our general strategy to address this question was to calculate the correlations between each of our 72 pictures and their matching line drawings (using the Long drawings from Experiment 2), and between each picture and several mismatched line drawings. But because our pictures were of several different sizes and had different levels of contrast from one another, and because each of our templates contained different numbers of pixels, we normalized each one with respect to gray scale, picture size. and template size, before calculation of the correlations. We then plotted the distribution of correlations for both the matches and the mismatches. Figure 13 shows the cumulative percentages of the matches and the cumulative percentages of the mismatches. If a correlation score of 37 was set as a criterion for the LMC, such 2I that at or above 37 the LMC would call out a match, then from Figure 13 we can see that the LMC would have named about 5% of mismatches as matches (false alarms), and would have omitted calling out about 7%c of the real matches (incorrect rejections). In terms of actual frequencies for our sample, with a criterion of 37, the LMC would have hadi 3 false alarms and 65 correct recognitions (hits). The LMC would have had 5 misses (incorrect rejections) and 61 correct rejections. In the actual system, operators could correct the false alarms, but the way the LMC is currently envisioned, the operators would presumably not see or correct the LMC misses. In an actual system, the criterion could be adjusted to control either the false alarm rate, the hit rate, or the total error rate. In this example the total error rate was about 12% (5% false alarms and 7% misses); however if it was necessary to control the miss rate to less than 5%, the criterion could be set at 25. The false alarm rate. however, would be expected to rise to about 40%, for an overall error rate of 45%7. This example illustrates the trade-offs that the system designers will need to consider when selecting the correlation score to be used as a criterion.
We recommend a similar approach to set the actual correlation criterion for the LMC. To establish a suitable criterion and obtain estimates of false alarms and misses, additional testing will need to occur, using a variety of scenes from actual sensor imagery, along with line drawings that are made from appropriate source materials. By obtaining performance measurements of operators using the LMC, system level estimations of hits, correct rejections, false alarms, and misses can bc made. Adjustments of the criterion correlation scores can be used to change these system level parameters, or if acceptable nerformance levels cannot be reached by adjusting the criterion, then one can alter the number of pixels in the line drawings to improve the operators' ability to recognize false alarms.
